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Abstract. In 2008, Hölbl et al. proposed improvements of Peyravian and Jeffries’s
DH (Diffie-Hellman)-based authentication protocol and password change protocol that
can withstand the Shim’s and Munilla et al.’s proposed off-line password guessing at-
tacks. However, we found out that their protocols are still susceptible to off-line password
guessing attacks and do not secure against stolen-verifier attacks. Accordingly, this paper
shows the vulnerability of Hölbl et al.’s improved protocols to off-line password guessing
attacks and stolen-verifier attacks and then proposes new robust protocols for remote user
authentication and password change to resolve such problems.
Keywords: Network security, Password authentication, Password change, Off-line pass-
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1. Introduction. A remote password authentication protocol [1] authenticates the le-
gitimacy of users over an insecure channel, where the password is often regarded as a
secret shared between the remote server and user. Based on knowledge of the password,
a user can use it to create and send a valid login message to a remote server to gain the
right to access. Meanwhile, the remote server also uses the shared password to check the
validity of the login message and authenticate the user. Therefore, secure remote user
authentication over insecure communication channels is an important issue for the fair
transaction [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

In 2006, Peyravian and Jeffries [9] presented two sets of enhanced remote user authenti-
cation and password change protocols. The first set fixes the denial of service vulnerability
and it only employs a collision-resistant hash function such as SHA [1]. However, they
showed that the first set cannot withstand off-line password guessing attacks [1, 10] if the
password is weak. The second set employs the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key agreement proto-
col [11], in addition to a collision-resistant hash function such as SHA, in order to protect
key exchanges. They claimed that the second set fixes the denial of service vulnerabil-
ity and it also provides protection against off-line password guessing attacks. However,
Shim [12] and Munilla et al. [13] independently presented off-line dictionary attacks and
Denial-of-Service attacks on the Peyravian and Jeffries’s protocols.

In 2008, Hölbl et al. [14] proposed improvements of Peyravian and Jeffries’s DH-based
authentication protocol and password change protocol that can withstand the Shim’s
and Munilla et al.’s proposed attacks. They claimed that their improved protocols resist
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